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The Honorable James B. Edwards 
The Secretary of Energy 

Subject: L- Improvements Needed in DOE's Efforts 
to Disseminate Solar Information 
(EMD-81-101) J 

Dear f?r. Secretary: 

The General Accounting 0 ffice has recently ccmpleted a 
review of the Department of Energy's (DOE's) effcrts to dissem- 
inate infcririat ion on sclar energy technologies. Since 1979, 
DOE has been operating a national solar information network l/ 
comprised of various DOE funded organizations which disseminate 
solar information. Although some of the guiding principles in 
establishing this network were to eliminate overlapping serv- 
ices, user frustration and conftision, and duplication of ef- 
fort, we found that these problems still exist. Specifically, 
we found (1) overlapping and duplicative inquiry ar.d referral 
services, (2) icdications that the netwcrk is confusing the 
public and those charged wi-Lh disseminating solar information, 
and (3) duglicaticn of data base information. 

In addition to the naticnal solar informaticn network, 
there are other DGE crganizations which, as part of their 
broad infcrmaticn activities, disseminate inf ormatiofi on sclar 
energy technolcgies. The solar information dissemination 
activities of these ot'ner organizations can further contrib- 
ute to the problems stated above. 

L/This ne twork is sometimes referred ko as the Solar Znergy 
Informaticn Data Bank (SKIDS). The network participants ii?- 
clutie the Solar Energ 2esearch Institute, t?.p four Segional 
Solar Eriercy Centers, and the National Solar Seating and 
Cooling Information Cer.ter. 
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Accordingly, we recommend that you 

--consolidate, where possible, the inquiry and referral 
services of DOE organizations which disseminate solar 
energy information, and 

--merge DOE's solar data bases so that duplicative in- 
fornaticn is eliminated. 

In addition, we recommend that you require that DOE organiza- 
tions involved in disseminating solar information keep complete 
and uniform records on the volume and type of solar information 
disseminated so that DOE management can monitor and evaluate 
such activities to ensure that future overlapping and duplica- 
tive services do not occur. 

'tie discussed the matters contained in a draft of this 
repcrt with DCE officials responsible for solar information 
dissemination activities. They generally agreed with our 
findings and conclusions,. but pointed out t-hat they recently 
initiated actions which they believe will resolve some of the 
problems identified in the report. 

Our review was conducted primarily et DCE headquarters 
in Washington, D.C.; the Solar Energy Researc:, Institute (SERX) 
at Golden, Colorado; two of the four Regional Solar Energy 
Centers (RSECs); l/ and the National Solar tieating and Cooling 
Information Center (NSECIC) at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. W e 
also ccntacted the other two RSECs to obtain reccrds on their 
solar information dissemination activities. We examined the 
available records of these network participants on the extent 
and type of solar information disseminated and how they respond 
to specific inquiries. We also contacted other DOE organiza- 
tions, which as part of their broader responsiSilities dissem- 
inate solar information, to determine what information they 
disseminate and how they interface with the network partici- 
pants. These other organizations i;lclude DOE's Technical In- 
formation Center (TIC), Cffice of ?ublic Affairs, and 10 
Regional Energy Informaticn Centers. Finally, we contacted 
various solar progra,m 0 fficials and solar industry 

l/The RSECs we visited are located at 3ostcn, Yassachusetts - 
and Atlanta, Georgia. The other tVdio RSECs are located at 
tiinneapolis, LYinnesota and Portland, Orecjor!. 
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-representatives to gain their perspective on DOE efforts to 
disseminate solar information. 

During our review we noted some DOE organizations were 
routinely disseminating lengthy and expensive solar informa- 
tion documents free to the public, even though some of these 
documents were being sold by other Government agencies such 
as the National Technical Information Service or the U.S. 
Government Printing Office. We discussed in detail this 
matter with DOE officials involved in disseminating solar 
information. These officials subsequently informed us that 
as a result of our work, DOE has begun charging for certain 
solar information products and services and plans to imple- 
ment a charging policy on a uniform basis by the end of fiscal 
year 1981. .Conseqcently, we are not addressing the matter 
further in this report. 

EACKGROL'ND 

The Solar Energy Research, Development, and Demonstration 
Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-473, Oct. 26, 1974) contained important 
provisions authorizing the dissemination of information on 
solar energy technologies. Under this act, DOE has responsi- 
bilities to compile and disseminate information and data on 

--technical information on solar energy research, devel- 
opment, and applications; 

--technical information on the design, construction, and 
maintenance of equipment using solar energy; 

--general information on solar energy applications; 

--physical and chemical properties of material required 
for solar energy activities and equipment; and 

--engineering perl -'ormance data on equipment and devices 
using solar energy. 

Partly to meet the requirements of the act and partly to 
meet its own informational needs, the former Energy Research 
and Development Administration (ERDA) and its successor agency, 
DOE, established and funded a number of organizations. In 
March 1977, DOE initiated actions to establish SERI and the 
RSECs. DOE subsequently designated SERI the lead organization 
for sclar research, development, and demcnstration and gave it 
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responsibilities to disseminate solar information nationwide. 
DOE designated the RSECs as lead organizations for solar com- 
mercialization. They were to disseminate information on solar 
technologies close to commercialization within their respective 
regions. DOE also funded NSHCIC l/ to disseminate solar heat-, 
ing and cooling information nationwide. 

In addition to SERI, the RSECs, and NSHCIC, various other 
DOE organizations, as part of their broad information activ- 
ities, disseminate information on solar energy. These organ- 
izations include DOE's TIC, Office of ?ublic Affairs, and 10 
Regional Energy Information Centers. TIC is responsible for 
handling all reports resulting from DCE programs. As part of 
its responsibilities, TIC disseminates reports and studies 
resulting from DOE supported solar energy research, develop- 
ment, and demonstrations. The Office of Public Affairs dis- 
tributes pamphlets and booklets on a wide variety of energy 
topics including solar. DOE's 10 Regional Energy Information 
Centers disseminate energy information including solar infor- 
nation developed by various DOE sources. 

Finally, some of DOE's solar program offices routifiely 
disseminate information cn their respective programs to the 
public. For example, DOE's office of biomass energy programs 
responds to abcut 400 public requests per month. 

In 1979, DOE and SEX began operating a national solar 
information network. This network is a cooperative under- 
taking among SERI, the RSECs, and XSBCIC. Together, they are 
intended to serve i;lost of the solar information needs of t:?e 
general public, research community, and solar industry- Their 
two primary information dissemination activities are (I) in- 
quiry and referral services to provide general, as well as . r. speclrlc, solar information to the public upon request and (2) 
data base activities to make available to the solar industry, 
researchers, and Government officials ccmprehensive informa- 
tion on a wide range of solar energy topics. In addition, 
these organizations sponsor outreach activities such as work- 
shops, seminars, and exhibits. 

l/XSi+CIC was established in Kay 1976, by the Department of 
- Housing and ljrban Development to meet the growing numLber 

of public requests the Federal Gov'ernment was receiving for 
information on solar heating systems for hcmes and ether 
buildings. 
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In fiscal year 1980, DOE funded about $18 million to 
SERI, the RSECs, and NSECIC to carry out their solar informa- 
tion dissemination activities and in fiscal year 1981 expects 
to fund $11.5 million. In the President's fiscal year 1982 
budget proposal, DCE requested $6.7 million for the network's 
solar information activities. According to DOE officials, 
this funding level will eliminate much of the outreach activ- 
ities of SERX and NSHCIC but will have little impact on their 
inquiry and referral services and data base activities. 

The guiding principles in establishing the network were 
to eliminate overlapping services and duplication of effort, 
minimize jurisdictional conflicts among organizations which 
disseminate solar information, avoid user frustration and con- 
fusion, and ensure that network-wide standards are centrally 
developed and promulgated. SERI has been designated the lead 
crganization in pulling together this network and is respon- 
sible for coordinating the network functions with other DOE 
organizations which also disseminate solar iEformation. 

IXTEDIMEXTS TO THE 
NETTV‘CRK'S EFFICIEh'CY 

Although DOE and SEX have attempted to better coordinate 
the efforts of the netwcrk participants, problems impeding the 
network's efficiency still exist. Specifically, we noted that 
(1) cverlapping and duplicative inquiry and referral services 
still exist, (2) the network is confusing the public and those 
charged with disseminating solar information, and (3) dupli- 
caticn remains among data base infcrmation. 

OverlapDing and duplicative 
inauir y and referral services 

By nature of the information dissemination res2onsibil- 
ities given to SERI, the RSECs, and KSZCIC, there is overlap. 
For example, each of these network participants have respon- 
sibility for disseminating information on solar heating sys- 
tems. The RSECs can disseminate information op. solar heating 
systems because these systems are at or near commercializa- 
tion. NSHCIC, because cf its charter to provide solar heat- 
ing and cooling information, can also provide inforztation on 
solar- heating systems. Similarly, SERI can distribute infor- 
mation on solar heating systems under its charter to dissem- 
inate information on solar technologies. 
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In practice, such overlapping responsibilities have 
resulted in SERI, the RSECs, and NSElCIC each responding to 
similar information requests from the public with basically 
the same information. For example, each of these network 
participants routinely respond to general solar information 
requests from the public regardless of locality and provide 
many of the same documents. Similarly, most of these net- 
work participants routinely respond to requests for solar 
heating information with each providing much of the same in- 
formation. The total extent of such overlap is difficult 
.L L~ quantify because records on the information disseminated 
by these network participants are not complete or uniformly 
kept. However, our examination of available records and 
services provided indicates that the overlap could be ex- 
tensive. In fiscal year 1980, 73 percent of the 11,845 in- 
formation requests serviced by one RSEC related to general 
solar and solar heating information. XSECIC, which has been 
responding to general solar and solar 'ileating information 
requests since 1976, responded to le3,OOO requests in its 
fiscal year 19&C. in our view, 73 percer.t of the RSEC's 
incuiry and referral service overlapped NSEZCIC's efforts to .+ 
provide inquiry and referral service for general solar and 
solar heating and cooling information. 

Overlap in inquiry and referra 1 services could result 
in duplication of services and ine fficiencies especially when 
those seeking solar information receive duplicate copies of 
brochures, pamphlets, or other publications. This is likely 
because SERI, the RSECs, and NSEiCIC often, in responding to 
a request, refer their inquirers to other sources including 
each other for additional information. For example, MSLCIC 
issues solar source siieets, along with its informational re- 
sponse, which refer inquirers to additional informaticn 
sources including the RSECs and SERI. An individual seek- 
ing solar information from the three sources--SERI, the 
RSZCS, and NSECTC--could receive duplicate copies of solar 
publications. In testing the likelihood of this situation, 
we requested SERI, the RSECs, and XSHCIC to nrcvide us with 
Informa+ &ion they would routinely send tc the-public on six 
solar energy technologies. A substantial amount of gubli- 
cations we received were duplicative. For instance, of the 
14 pieces of general solar publications r&e received frorr, one 
RSEC, 'half cf them were publications produced and distrib- 
uted by NSECIC. Further, in discussing the matter with the 
Acting Nana5er of Information and Cducation Services of 
another RSEC, he informed us that virtually all of the 
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information that RSEC disseminates are publications produced 
and distributed by SERI and NSHCIC. 

While we did not review in detail the information dissem- 
ination activities of other DOE organizations, we believe the 
issue of overlap and duplication can be further compounded by 
these numerous other organizations which also provide solar 
information. For example, DOE's TIC, Office of Public Affairs, 
and DOE's 10 Regional Energy Information Centers routinely 
disseminate sirni1z.r solar information to the public that SERI, 
the RSECs, a.nd KSECIC are disseminating. Since these other 
sources also refer their inquirers to SERI, the RSECs, and/or 
XSHCIC as additional information sources, further duplication 
can occur. 

DOE and network officials have recognized that overlap 
and duplication exist in the network 's inquiry and referral 
services and have taken steps to correct this situation. For 
exa,mple, in March 1980, SERI initiated actions to forward 
solar lneating requests to XSECIC. In additicn, SERI officials 
had agreed in October 1980 to coordinate their services with 
TIC to avoid disseminating the same technical documents. How- 
ever, mere needs to 5e done. Cur review has shown that over- 
lapping and duplicative services still exist. 

Network confusinc; to the public and 
those charged with disseminating 
solar information 

In addition to overlapping inqui,ry and referral services, 
DdE's solar information disseninztion network appears to be 
confusing the ;=ublic and those charged wit-n disseminating the 
informaticn. We found indications that people do not know 
the appropriate place to obtain specific solar information. 
DOE has established a netwcrk to disseminate solar informa- 
tion, but has not designated which network participant should 
act as a first stop for public inquiries. Thus, a perscn 
seeking informaticn on solar energy systems can someti;nes face 
a long and confusing task. Even SCE officials, at times, seem 
confused by its network because they occasionally forward re- 
quests ts the wrong entity for response. 

In reviewing the type of infcrmation recquests SERI, the 
RSECs, ar,d SSHCIC receive, %e ccted instances where the pu'blic 
was requesting information from the "wrong" entity. For ex- 
ample, ?jSECIC, which is respcnsible for disseminating infor- 
mation on solar heating and cooling, receives public requests 
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for information on solar energy technologies not related to 
solar heating and cooling such as wind, photovoltaics, and 
biomass. Even DOE officials forwarded public inquiries for 
information not related to solar heating and cooling to NSHCIC 
for handling. RSEC officials said that they commonly receive 
requests for solar information that do not relate to commer- 
cialization such as questions on solar research and develop- 
ment projects. When an organization receives a request it can- 
not handle, the request is usually forwarded to the appropriate 
organization. This can cause delays especially with written 
requests. According to a BSI-:CIC official, delays can be as 
long as a month before the requestor gets a response. 

We also noted that a request can be for-Harded from one 
organization to another in DCE without the requestor receiving 
a response. For example, in one case we requested specific 
information on a solar technology and were told to contact 
another organization which, in turn, told us to ccntact a third 
orgar?lza tion which suggested we contact the organization we 
first asproached. 

Solar industry representatives we contacted expressed con- 
cern t-hat the network and DOE's numerous other crganizations 
that disseminate solar informaticn are confusing the public. 
Cne cormon complaint by these representatives was that they be- 
lieve the public sometimes gets the run-around from DCE when 
trying to obtain solar information. These industry represent- 
atives informed us that they occasionally receive calls frcn a 
confused and fr?ustrated public trying to obtain solar infor- 
mation. #any people, according to these regresentatives, do 
not know where to go to o'btain the most appropriate infcrma- 
tion. 

Duplication of data 
base information 

An important activity within DOE's overall efforts to 
disseminate solar information is to develop a corzprehensive set 
of data bases. These data bases are intended to provide the 
growing community of solar researchers and industry represent- 
atives, as well as C-overzmezt officials, easy access to data 
0 n c u r r e r; z solar research, solar products and manufacturers, 
demonstrations, key events, and human and institctional re- 
sources. Our review of DOE's efforts to develo? and make 
available such data bases shows that although DO3 has taken 
some steps to eli;ninate duplication among its data bases, some 
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duplication remains. Such duplication can result in addi- . 
tional costs to the Government. 

Many DOE funded organizations have developed and are main- 
taining data bases for solar energy. NSHCIC developed seven 
data bases for solar heating and cooling topics and SERI devel- 
oped 10 data bases for all solar technologies. DOE's TIC 
developed a solar bibliography data base. 

Various information contained in the data bases are dupli- 
cative. For example, most of the solar manufacturers listed in 
tiSHCIC's data base are duplicated in SERI's solar manufacturers 
data base. Similarly, most of NSHCIC's data base on solar leg- 
islation is duplicated in SERX's data base on solar legislation. 
In addition to the duplicative data bases between KSHCIC and 
SERI, we also found, during cur review, t-hat SERI's and TIC's 
bibliographic data bases were duplicative. In this regard, SERI 
officials agree that virtually all of SERI's data base is con- 
tained in TIC's data base. 

Such duplication amcng the various data bases can result 
in additional costs to the Government. Once a data base has 
been developed, it must be maintained. Such maintenance in- 
cludes a periodic update and validation of data. According to 
SERI records and KSHCIC officials, these ccsts can range any- 
where from $ZG,OGO to $80,000 2 year for a si,?gle data base. 

DCE officials have recognized that duplicative information 
in data bases exists. They pointed out that they eliminated 
SERI' s bibliographic data base in EIarch 1981. They realize, 
however, that more could be done and savings realized by elim- 
inating duplication that still exists. 

COkiCLUSICNS 

DOE has been funding a number of organizations to dissem- 
inate information on solar energy technologies. The most 
significant of these organizations are SERI, the RSECs, and 
HSHCIC. In addition, there are various other DOE organizations._....- 
w'nich , as part of their broad information activities, dissem- 
inate solar inforsation. These include DOE's TIC, Office of--. -'-- 
?ublic Affairs, and t'he 10 Regional Energy Information Centers. 
In 1979, DOE constructed a national solar informakion network 
comprised of SERI, XSECIC, and the RSECs in an effort to pull 
toqetker and better coordinate the activities of some of the 
organizations that tiisseminate solar information. 
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Although some of the guiding principles in establishing 
the network were to eliminate overlapping services, user frus- 
tration and confusion, and duplication of effort, we found that 
these problems still exist. These problems are preventing the 1 . 
network from operating in the most effic+ent,manner. To be 
more efficient, overlapping and duplicative inquiry and re- 
ferral services and duplication cf data base information need 
to be eliminated. Although we recognize that some overlap and 
duplication may be inevitable, the amount of overlap and dupli- 
cation that presently exists in the network, coupled with the 
confusicn we identified, suggests that the network could be 
better structured. In addition, integration of the activities 
of other DOE organizations disseminating solar information 
needs to be considered in better structuring the networ'k. 

DOE needs to consolidate the inquiry and referral activ- 
ities of DOE organizaticns which disseminate s>clar rnrormatlon. 
Such a ccnsolidation should focus on minimizing overlapping 
and duplicative services and reducing user frustration and con- 
fusion. In aedition, DCE needs to merge its solar- data bases 
tc eli;ninate the duplicative information In tnese ca 

ta bases 
. 

r"urther, throughout our review, we noted that records on 
the extent and type of information disse,minated were rift con- 
sistently ke,-t at the various DOE organizations which alssem- 
inate solar information. In crder for DOE management to more 
closely monitor the activities of these organizations to ensure 
that future overlapping and duplicative services do not occur, 
it must have ready access to such records. XccordinSly, we 
believe that DOE should require the organizations Chat dissem- 
inate solar information keep complete and uniform records on 
the information disseminated so that CCE management can monitor 
and evaluate their 2cti~Jities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SECRETARY CF ENERGY 

To ensure that DOE's efforts to disseminate solar infor- 
mation are carried out in the incst efficient manner, we recap-. 

1 mend that you 
.- 

the inquiry and referral 
I 

-Leonsolidate, where possible, 
services of DCE osqanizaL- &ions which disseminate solar 
energy informa tion to..minimize overlappin ar.d dupli- 
cative services,-and/ 
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;, f --merge DOE solar data bases so that duplicative infor- 
L mation is eliminated --’ d .-r 

In addition, we recommend that you/require that DOE organiza- 
tions involved in disseminating so!l%r information keep com- 
plete and uniform records on the volume and type of solar in- 
formation disseminated so that DOE management can monitor and 
evaluate such activities to ensure that future overlapping 
and duplicative services do not occur. ‘I 

J 

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza- 
tion Act of 1979 requires the head of a Federal agency to 
submit a written statement ofl actions taken on our recommen- 
dations to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and 
the souse Coinmittee on Government Operations not later than 
60 days after the date of the report, and to the Xouse and 
Senate Committees on A?pro?riations with the agency’s first 
reouest . for appropriations made more than 60 days after the 
date of the report. 

,Xe discussed the ;natters contained in a <raft of this 
report with DOE officials responsible for saiar 

, 
lnformatlon 

dissenlnation activities. They generally agreed witfl our 
findings and conclusions, and informed us that they recently 
init iated actions which they believe will resolve some of the 
problems identified in the report. Specifically, they pointed 
out that (1) in late Nay 1381, they took steps aimed at con- 
solidacing the solar inquiry and referral services within 
NS;iCIC and changed its na,me to the National Solar Information 
center, and (2) in April 1381, they apFrov:d a pian.yhicn, in 
Fad, limits the network’s data base activities witnln SERI 
in an effort to eli;ninate du?licstion of data ‘base informa- , 
tion. 

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director, 
Office of Nanagement and audget, interested committees and ?!em- 
hers of Congress, and others. We appreciate the courtesy 
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and cooperation extended to our staff during the review and 
would appreciate being informed on the actions you take on our 
recommendations. 

Sincerely yours, 

,’ / 

J 
; 

3. Dexter Peach :' 
Director 
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